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I do not love my country. Its abstract luster 
is beyond my grasp. But (although it sounds 

bad) I would give my life for ten of her places 
in it, for certain people seaports, pinewoods, 

fortresses, a run-down city, grey, grotesque 
various figures from its history, mountains (and 

three or four rivers). 

–Jose Emilio Pacheco, “Alta traición”1

Re-Visions of the Urban: Jose Emilio Pacheco’s Post-City   

The image of a “run-down city, grey, [and] grotesque” stands out as a sharp 
inscription at the center of “High Treason,” (“Alta traición”) the emblematic 
poem by the well-known Mexican writer José Emilio Pacheco (1939–2014). 
The city is none other than Mexico City, a modern metropolis among the larg-
est megalopolises of our time, known for its “monstrosity and decadence” and 
singled out as one of the world’s most heavily populated, extremely polluted, 
and violent cities: “the most dangerous and most chaotic” (García Canclini 
79). Carlos Monsiváis, another key Mexican author who wrote extensively on 
the city’s cultural rituals and chaotic contemporary everyday life, calls it: “a 
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post-apocalyptic city” where “the worst has already happened,” in reference 
to its overpopulation and nonstop growth (21).2 Its origin, however, takes 
us back centuries to a completely different cityscape, as it is rendered in 
the verses of Netzahualcoyotl, the pre-Hispanic poet, architect, and philoso-
pher and Moctezuma the First’s friend and ally. In his poem, Netzahualcoyotl 
sings of a sustainable city, one that floats like a wild flower under the gaze 
of its god Huitzilopochtli in Texcoco, the lake that surrounds and reflects its 
turquoise columns and colorful flowers, in the middle of the Anahuac (“the 
land between waters”). Yet the great Tenochtitlan is but “an improbable city” 
belonging “rather than to reality, to the poetic imagination,” as Gonzalo Ce-
lorio aptly puts it (24). 

Despite being written about fifty years ago, Pacheco’s epigrammatic poem 
lives today in the imagination of his fellow countrymen. This is due in part to 
the poet’s witty and ironic approach to rejecting “institutionalized demagogu-
ery and false patriotism” and for pointing out also “the divisive abstractions of 
nationalism and ideology,” as Cynthia Steely argues (407). However, Eduardo 
Santana, one of the founders of the “José Emilio Pacheco City and Nature Liter-
ary Prize” and director of the Museum of Environmental Sciences (MCA) of the 
University of Guadalajara, finds in Pacheco’s poem “a profound ethical attitude 
toward nature, the city and its people.”3 He agrees as well with Miguel Angel 
Zapata, who in turn describes José Emilio Pacheco as the visionary poet for 
whom the city is the summit and the abyss of our civilization (Santana, “Cuando 
lo poético surge de la ciencia”).  Nonetheless, Pacheco also tries to find a pos-
sible solution to the city’s predicament, and in his poetry “nature becomes the 
light going up and down the landscape, opening up the communication between 
the high and the low (sky, air, fog, earth, foliage) to create a vital fusion with all 
the described urban elements” (Zapata). In effect, “High Treason” has become 
a true manifesto for the MCA, a key project of the city of Guadalajara that aims 
to become “a catalyst for social-ecological transformations” in both urban and 
rural areas in the state of Jalisco.

 As we read “High Treason,” then, the link and mutual dependency between 
rural and urban environments becomes evident considering the landscape con-
jured in the poem. The realms Pacheco calls attention to are directly linked to 
water, trees, land, and people, all of them encompassing the urban metaphor of 
the “monstrous city.”  Selective in the chosen elements that shape the landscape 
most dear to him, the poet’s aim is to allude, in particular, to the seaports of 
Veracruz, Coatzacoalcos, or Campeche, or to the pine forests that surrounded 
the city of his youth, forests that today “have disappeared or are in a state of ag-
ony,” as he adds in the comments about the origins of his poem (“‘Alta traición,’ 
palabra en el tiempo”).4

The modern city emerged during the most recent 0.02 percent of the time of 
human history, and today, cities cover 2 percent of the surface of the Earth. As 
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Santana reminds us, cities are home to 50 percent of the human population, and 
they account for more than 78 percent of all energy consumption while produc-
ing more than half of the greenhouse gases linked to global warming.5 What’s 
more, by the middle of the current century, the human population is projected 
to be approximately nine billion. Such figures make us think of “the size of our 
challenge in meeting rising energy demand while keeping the planet livable for 
humans and nature” (Robbins 2). All these data put into perspective the present 
and future impact of the current global process of urbanization, and what it 
means to our understanding and conceptualization of the “urban” in relation 
to the “rural” or to the “noncity.” For Brenner and Schmid—who see the need 
for an “urban theory without city-centrism” to redefine such connection—“the 
urban represents an increasingly worldwide, if unevenly woven, fabric in which 
the sociocultural and political-economic relations of capitalism are enmeshed” 
(“Dabating” 8; “The ‘Urban Age’ in Question” 21). Moreover, capitalist forms 
of urbanization, Brenner argues, have transformed “non-city spaces into zones 
of high-intensity, large-scale industrial infrastructures” or “operational land-
scapes”; and thus, “the non-city is no longer exterior to the urban” (“The Hin-
terland” 125). 

In Latin America—where the historical role of the city since colonial times 
has been to “create order, perpetuate power or incorporate and civilize people,” 
and the central political tension between a politics of social inclusion and exclu-
sion are related to “the politics of pragmatic or amoral statecraft aimed toward 
enhancing the power and efficacy of political control” (Morse 5)—examples of 
such operational landscapes are many and are connected to the present politics 
guiding transnational world markets or globalization. Brenner mentions the de-
forestation of Matto Grosso in Brazil and the copper mines of Northern Chile. 
Similar to other industrial resources of extraction, the colossal high-technolo-
gy industrial infrastructures in these copper mines are built on the surface and 
underground “to supply essential materials and minerals to the world’s meg-
acities” (“The Hinterland” 126). The expansion of soy bean production in the 
north of Argentina conducted by transnational corporations is another example. 
In addition to the infrastructural standardization of the landscape, these types of 
monocultures throughout Argentina and Latin America contribute to a public 
health crisis with their use of agrochemicals. In other words, such “operational 
landscapes” entail not only an industrial redesign of agriculture, but they also 
consist of logistical extractive activities organized “to engineer the most opti-
mal social, institutional, infrastructural, biological and ecological conditions for 
(generally export-oriented) capital accumulation” (“The Hinterland” 126). 

For Peruvian poet and journalist Rocío Silva Santisteban, the capitalist 
model of development by plunder has been reduplicated throughout Latin 
America and other parts of the Global South.6 She explains that this model 
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consists of “the handover of territories to the mega mining industries, large 
hydrocarbon companies, the hydroelectric plants or to the monocultures, with-
out any regard to the indigenous peoples or local communities” (10). Focused 
mainly on export and profit, it includes not only large international corpora-
tions, as part of the globalizing economy, but also the participation of different 
national and international institutions that cross over political polarizations 
of left and right. This means that even progressive governments of the twen-
ty-first century have continued to depend on State extractivism, thus creating 
a large environmental impact on the health and lives of Latin Americans. As 
Donna Haraway rightly puts it in Staying with the Trouble, echoing Jason W. 
Moore’s words, rather than the “Anthropocene,” we need to call our age the 
“Capitalocene” (47). 

Pacheco’s lyrical landscape takes shape within these conceptualizations 
and conditions that define our current urban age, one that points to the eco-
territorial social conflicts and considers the great Latin American problem of 
the twenty-first century. It is within this setting that he traces the crisis in the 
urban topography of his native city. With his obsessions linked to his eco-
logical awareness and gathered in themes such as the fleeting nature of time, 
human physical suffering as well as human cruelty, adding his own criticism 
and praise of poetry itself, literary critics are right then to see Pacheco as 
“poet of desolation, dominated by premonitions of finality” (qtd. in Acosta 
xix). Others describe him as the intransigent “Bard-Prophet” looking out over 
what’s left of the city—of his “postcity”—where streets have been darkened 
by smoke and blood and where all that remains are hungry children and dogs 
fighting over “some miserable scraps of meat” (Canclini 81; Acosta xiii). Pa-
checo therefore has not only stripped away established rhetoric and notions 
of stylized poetry, but he also mercilessly criticizes and shames as well “the 
acts perpetrated by others in the name of usury, profit and progress—demons 
of the Western civilization” (qtd. in Acosta xviii).7  “High Treason,” then, as 
an authentic image of urban dystopia, clearly belongs to the imagery conjured 
up by modernism or modernity itself: an imagery that expresses “the shad-
ow of its own halo” while it captures the dark vision of a society forged by 
capitalism and technology and criticizes the betrayal of its utopian promise 
(Prakash 3).8  

The central thought guiding this study is indeed inspired by Pacheco’s 
conception and criticism of the modern metropolis through a lyrical expres-
sion that goes beyond “the apparent duality between nature and the city with-
in the framework of human feelings, perceptions or understandings” (Santana 
“Cuando”; emphasis added).9 The scrutiny of such duality between the ur-
ban and “rural” is particularly noteworthy considering the state of urgency 
for the survival for all living beings. Linked to a politics of coexistence, his 
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insight into the future of all cities and of the world points toward a more hu-
mane and sustainable way of living, but also toward a deeper understanding of 
the conceptual meanings of nature itself. Uruguayan poet Marosa di Giorgio 
(1932–2004) and Mexican street artist Sego y Ovbal (pseudonym for Carlos 
Segovia Alanis, one of the leading members of the new muralist movement 
in Mexico and Latin America) take Pacheco’s ideas further in their own lyri-
cal landscapes by developing an ecological thinking that considers the inter-
connectedness between all forms of life and beings to help us reexamine the 
meaning of culture in relation to nature and to identity; an exploration that, 
in the long run, can even help us to critically think or reenvision what we call 
democracy.10

THE MESH: On Rethinking Nature and the City 

Nature produces culture which changes nature.

—Terry Eagleton, The Idea of Culture

One of the eggs that mother laid was the most beauti-
ful shade of pink; it began to hatch at the end 

of spring with a rustling of ruffled paper. Men and 
women emerged, already with distinct profiles, 
foxes, spiders, larks—everything springing up 

quickly—sprouts of grass, mollusks, a fairy with a 
crimson dahlia in its hand. 

It was all conjoined and would disjoin and rejoin, 
afraid perhaps of the light. . . ./ 

I wanted to list everything that had been born. / 
Mama stood tall and straight. Now and then, she’d 
shoot a glance at the cracked pink shell—bats and 

butterflies still streaming out.11

 —Marosa di Giorgio, “The Moth” 
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The meaning of “Nature” and conversely the inquiry of what is our under-
standing of it in relation to “Culture,” can be traced in the lifelong poetic jour-
ney of Marosa di Giorgio.12 Consisting primarily of narrative prose poems, 
or better yet, “hybrid poems” that combine the lyrical and the narrative, di 
Giorgio’s work has been deemed a poetic autobiography, an “epic mythology” 
that evokes with every image and every word the gardens and orchards of her 
family’s farm turned into a “wild landscape filled with angels . . . thieves and 
monsters” (Pitas vii; Olivera-Williams 403. In it, “nature assumes a dream-
like, erotically charged quality that signals danger as well as beauty” (Pitas 
vii). Pitas is the translator of The History of the Violets (1965), an earlier col-
lection of poems considered also a highly meditative uninterrupted poem in 
itself, dramatizing the “dance between Eros and Thanatos” (vii). 

In di Giorgio’s work, we find ourselves in a sleepless universe, a virgin 
territory filled with disquieting detail (Goldman).13 In it, in addition to but-
terflies, angels, fruits, hens, or bats that fly or lay eggs on us, “melons have 
legs, minerals such as topaz have wings, bats cling to cows and figs inhabit 
both God and the Devil” (Goldman). This “flight of the imagination” makes 
her work an alternative poetic project that distances itself from the “social 
poetry” that characterized the voices of her generation in the 1960s and 1970s 
(Goldman).14 Nonetheless, along with the idea of nature as the thematic unity 
of her work, another key prevalent feature of her poetic praxis is the use of 
realism. Unlike many fantastic writers who usually begin their work by im-
itating reality to then quickly withdraw from it in favor of something “much 
more surprising,” in di Giorgio’s work there is no break with reality, as has 
been argued by key readers of her work such as Pitas and Garet (History vii). 

In her memoir, di Giorgio recalls her childhood experiences of the nat-
ural world as a supernatural phenomenon where all things were remarkably 
shaded and illuminated. It was a time when she also witnessed “the death of 
family members, of animals known and unknown, of plants, of dolls.”15 It 
is, nonetheless, in her poetry where we find a clear meditation on the idea of 
“nature,” one that questions the conception we have of it, as the lines that open 
this section suggest. The prose poem is a platform of negotiations of different 
literary kinds (Delville 243); with it, she narrates her story in a landscape of 
oneiric or surrealist imagery, signaling the need to register “everything” she 
sees. She represents the idea of nature as a birth, an event of light and dark 
forces that, “conjoined,” would also “disjoin and rejoin” all that was born. It is 
a task that requires vision, imagination, and presence. Nature is, in her work, 
not only a bewildering reality linked to the continuous cycle of life and death, 
an event that conjures up our sense of self in a process of metamorphosis, but 
also a concrete place that gathers it all as part of our experience of ecologi-
cal coexistence, yet without “hierarchy, authority, harmony, purity, neutrality 
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and mystery,” the “unnatural qualities” of Nature (Morton, The Ecological 
Thought, 15).16 

In The March Hare, the collection of poems that brings to mind Lewis 
Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland, the poet pays tribute to the hare that “appears 
and disappears” (“Is it a head hare? a mother hare? Or a hare man? a hare 
woman? Is it me?”) in the farm fields of her childhood in the city of Salto, in 
northwest Uruguay.17 Di Giorgio writes of a different scenery surrounded by 
flora and fauna:    

Vamos por la pared.                                                                                                                                           
Mamá tiene alas marrones, sedosas; yo, alas violetas; al entreabrirlas se 
les ve varias capas de gasa. Proseguimos por el muro; con antenas finísi-
mas tocando ramitas, ramas, de bálsamo, de perejil, y otras cosas.      
Parece que estamos libres de los semejantes que son azogue. 
La luna es, a cada minuto, más blanca y oscura. 
Y resplandece por todo el prado, aquí, allá, la Virgen de los insectos. 
Con ala y diadema y muchísimos pies. (Diadem 687)

(We fly along the wall. /Mama’s wings are brown, silk; mine, violet; when 
they spread open, layers of gauze unfold. We follow the wall; our thin an-
tennae grazing branches, boughs, of balsam, parsley, and other things. / It 
seems we’ve broken away from our quicksilver peers. / The moon is, with 
each minute, whiter and darker. / And throughout the meadow shines, 
here, there, the Virgin of insects. / With wing and diadem and many feet.) 

Quoted in its entirety, this poem takes us to a scene of insects moving or flying 
along a wall. Yet our first encounter with it is an oblique perspective of the po-
etic voice and the implicit plurality of the pronoun in “vamos” (we fly along) 
that take us directly to the rich imagery, echoing Spanish American modernist 
aesthetics with the use of adjectives detailing colors and textures of wings, 
antennae or multiple feet and to an illuminated night, full of scents, colors, 
and shapes. There, we perceive a dispersed community of “quicksilver peers” 
on a journey accompanied mainly by the ubiquitous presence of the “Virgin of 
insects.” That presence evokes the iconic religious figure of the Virgin Mary, 
adding to what Goldman calls “an alternative mysticism.” Such mysticism 
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she describes as the impulsive, untimely, hungry, and monstrous elements of 
nature combined with the sacred and the profane present throughout di Gior-
gio’s work (Goldman). Moreover, in di Giorgio’s verses, rather than making 
us feel foreign to the circumstances or to the environment, both perspective 
and imagery turn the landscape and journey into a familiar setting where the 
experience of mother and child turn into our own event. As insects, or better 
yet, as a family of mortal critters—to use Donna Haraway’s expression for 
naming the creatures that make up Terra (animals, microbes, plants, humans, 
and nonhumans “and sometimes even machines”) entwined in “myriad unfin-
ished configurations of places, times, matters, meanings”—we travel along 
the wall becoming aware of our surroundings, defining and expressing what 
we (want to) look like and what we are (1).18 

Indeed, in her transgressive style of writing and thinking about our mul-
tiple connections to our world (and beyond), there is an intent to “shun hi-
erarchy, to hover at ground level in order to span the whole of experience,” 
explains Giannelli (57–58). Studying di Giorgio’s work from the perspective 
of the challenges and strength of women poets, Uruguayan scholar María Oli-
vera-Williams arrives at a similar reading of her work. She writes:

There is no hierarchical order between the vegetable world, the animal, 
the human and the spiritual. All takes place in the same plane, in the space 
of the poem, moved by a desire of harmony and continuity. The act of 
reading illuminates a world essentially erotic and erotized, in which all is 
open, un-natural, in movement to reintegrate with another being or object 
that acts as if it were the center of attraction. The speaker is a woman and 
owl, violated by a wolf, desired sexually by a cat, butterfly and woman, 
ceramic doll, marzipan doll and also a hare. (404; emphasis added) 

The multipositionality or shifts of the poetic persona’s perspective, together 
with the lack of a hierarchical (social) order that allows for a constant meta-
morphosis and mobility from one being, time, place, state, or shape to an-
other, sum up this poet’s commitment to rethinking other ways of seeing and 
understanding our true sense of belonging, of being and coexisting, of living 
and dying in our diverse ecosystem(s). Not devoid of irony, her poetry creates 
a fluid universe that is also “rigorously literal” and “furiously realist.”19 In 
other words, di Giorgio’s aesthetic proposal includes an ethical intention that 
makes us “truly present” (Goldman; Haraway 1) in our reality, in our world, 
which she depicts less as an allegory of something else “over yonder,” pure 
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and mysterious called Nature or the Wild (Morton), and more as an ecological 
landscape where “we” more than mere human beings are but “critters” on our 
own collective journey. 

Figure 1. Proteo, Simbionte, (Pachydermata) Centro Cultural Telmex, Mexico 
City (2011). Photograph by Daniel Castañeda “Kapta.” Sego y Ovbal Blog-

spot: http://segoyovbal.blogspot.com/2011/09/. 
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These ideas, which receive consistent attention throughout di Giorgio’s 
body of work take us as well to the work of Mexican street or graffiti artist 
Sego y Ovbal.20 Sego’s work consists of a unique bestiary, a mesh of fauna 
and flora inspired by observations he made as a child in the coastal region of 
Oaxaca together with biological and mythological concepts. In that mesh, in-
sects, plants, animals, mushrooms, corals, and humans merge together in fan-
tastic, imaginary creatures; beings who are worlds in themselves, such as his 
Proteus murals or the Simbiontes series, among others.21 As the presentation 
of his work in streetartbio, a feature on the principal artistic ideas, elements, 
and themes shaping his aesthetic and ethical objectives, states: 

His huge creatures are bound to a very spiritual conception of art and 
nature. They are creations of dreams and imagination but raise awareness 
about the inconsideration that society can have towards our environment 
and the lack of consciousness when it comes to ecological issues. Sym-
bols as hypertrophy, deformation and sometimes monstrosity are univer-
sal symbols of spiritual and ethical issues that are very present in modern 
societies.22

Although born in Mexico City and inspired in particular by the forms and tex-
tures he found in the Isthmus of Tehuantepec (Oaxaca), Sego recognizes the 
influence and cultural impact of his well-known precursors from the Mexican 
muralist movement that began in 1920s as part of the Mexican Revolution: 
from Diego Rivera, José Clemente Orozco, David Alfaro Siqueiros, and Juan 
O’Gorman, to Rufino Tamayo and Desiderio Hernández Xochitiotzin, for ex-
ample. These artists redefined Mexican and Latin American modern art in 
the twentieth century by integrating national culture (from pre-Hispanic to 
modern) into the contemporary art scene and thus are key to the present in-
novations of street art despite the difference in techniques and social themes 
(Arvide Sousa, “Introduction,” 15; “Sego y Obval”). 

Indeed, understood not just as a single language of expression, but as a 
philosophical and ethical posture, Mexican muralism resignified the use and 
concept of public space with an important social impact transforming the na-
tional cultural identity (Márquez Rodiles; Lozano). The new generation of 
Mexican muralists has emerged with different objectives and circumstanc-
es, yet they belong to a global artistic trend with multiple individual stylistic 
expressions and techniques that define urban art today, a trend also called 
“post-graffiti.”23 Like their predecessors, these artists are inclined to reassess 
pre-Hispanic indigenous cultures, and the symbols and elements of Mexican 
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folk culture, creating space for the country’s fauna and flora or making vis-
ible its social, economic, and environmental problems; they include, among 
others: Alegría del Prado, Gusca, Libre, Cix, Jorge Tallaeche, Minoz, Paolo 
Delfin (or Saner One), and Spaik (Arvide Sousa, “Introduction,” 11–12). 

As a young artist, Sego, who is also self-taught, refuses to be defined by 
a particular style or language and prefers to describe his work as a continual 
artistic exploration done on his preferred canvas: city walls. He argues that 
although street art has become a strong trend in many cities today, it can be 
contradictory if the work of art is not connected to the social problems of the 
very same urban areas where it is placed, a goal he strives for in every piece 
he creates (“Sego y Ovbal”; Sego y Oybal 2017–2018).24 Many of his murals 
are found throughout Mexico as well as in major cities such as Buenos Aires, 
Havana, Lima, New York City, Paris, and Sweden (Arvide Sousa “Introduc-
tion”). Despite the fact that he cannot point out a single individual artist who 
has influenced his technique of color blending, he finds the ideas of other 
artists such as sixteenth-century Italian Mannerist Guissepe Arcimboldo, or 
Spanish surrealists Remedios Varo or Salvador Dalí echoed in his work. 

Such artistic perspectives and influences are key when considering a di-
alogue between his murals and di Giorgio’s lyrical images, for it underlines 
points of contact in their individual search for ways to express an ecological 
thought that deepens our understanding of “the interconnectedness between 
humans, other beings, animals, vegetables and minerals” (Morton The Eco-
logical Thought). In their visual and verbal representations of this concept, 
the nonurban and urban are reimagined, and in Sego’s case, their connections 
allude as well to our present environmental crisis. For instance, in di Giorgio’s 
“Poem XV” of History of the Violets as well as in Sego’s Proteus murals, 
symbiotic forces of mushrooms translate the action of thinking of intercon-
nectedness: 

Los hongos nacen en silencio; algunos nacen en silencio; otros, con un 
breve alarido, un leve trueno. Unos son blancos, otros rosados, ése es gris 
y parece una paloma, la estatua de una paloma; otros son dorados o mora-
dos. Cada uno trae—y eso es lo terrible—la inicial del muerto de donde 
procede. Yo no me atrevo a devorarlos; esa carne levísima es pariente 
nuestra. (42)

(The mushrooms are born in silence; some of them are born in silence, 
others with a brief shriek, a soft thunder. Some are white, others pink; that 
one is gray and looks like a dove, the statue of a dove; still others are gold 
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or purple. Each one bears —and this is what’s awful —the initials of the 
corpse it comes from. I do not dare to eat them; that most tender meat is 
our relative.) (44)

 

Figure 2. Proteo Escalopa. (Proteus Escalope). Parque Fundadora, Monter-
rey México (2016). Sego y Ovabal’s Facebookpage:https://www.facebook.
com/210930768951131/photos/pcb.1132825140095018/1132825026761696/?-

type=3&theater

Reading their work in juxtaposition, the visual and verbal dialogue suggests 
an analogous thought process, where in Sego’s recreation of the mythological 
god of the sea, Proteus, for example, we find, similar to di Giorgio, multiple 
layers of life forms and meanings in constant transformation captured together 
with a shared aesthetics of surrealist or fantastic imagery. Thus, as if creating 
an acoustic image and a pictorial representation of the birth and scenery of the 
mushrooms, in di Giorgio’s poetic lines epithets, similes, and deictic elements 
(“some,” “others,” “that one”) are the spatial-temporal markers that frame 
the event taking place in the poem. With them, the poet traces sound, silence, 
colors, and shape to underline the “materiality” of fungi and to mark yet again 
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our presence in the landscape. Meanwhile, in Sego’s portrayal of the symbolic 
figure of Proteus, the reference to the classical (Greco-Roman) mythological 
figure renders metamorphosis, synergy, and the amorphous as central ideas to 
represent our ecosystems. With his recognized “achurado” technique (shading 
by tracing repetitive lines with aerosol), the rhythms and intonations of light 
and dark lines fused in brown/black and pink colors, create the image as po-
etic composition, that adds alliteration of color and shape to evoke movement 
as in the passage of time and the folding of space. The inclusion of images of 
moths; butterflies; dragonflies; what seem to be the horns or legs of earwigs, 
beetles, or stinkbugs; branches and roots of tress; plants; seaweed and corals 
organize the human meaty mesh or “escalope” from which consumed mush-
rooms reemerge in a perpetual cycle (recycled). 

By evoking the biology and diversity of fungi, (there are over ten thou-
sand types known), both artists add another layer of meaning to their work. In 
fact, in mycology (the study of fungi), mushrooms are considered a separate 
kingdom from plants due to their cellular organization. The multiple species 
taxonomy consists of four categories: there are those that, lacking chloro-
phyll, exist only on decaying material (Saprotrophic), while others known 
as parasitic mushrooms infect and eventually kill their hosts; conversely, the 
Mycorrhizl fungi tend to partner with trees and other plants in a beneficial 
union with their root cells; others (Edophytic) engage by invading their tissue 
to increase moisture, phosphorous, and other nutrients or nutrient absorption 
and resistance to pathogens, gaining in return sugars (such as glucose) pro-
duced by the hosts.25 These classifications and biological characteristics can 
serve as an analogy for ways of living together. However, in di Giorgio’s poet-
ic lines, personification and irony highlight pain, death, and decay not merely 
to point at the “darkness” of the symbiotic process, but also in particular to 
undo our concept of the human being ironically establishing the “humanity” 
in mushrooms as “our relative[s]” (an evident turn toward a posthuman eth-
ics). In Sego’s murals, on the other hand, although they can evoke pre-His-
panic mythology and a pantheon of deities—consider Quetzalcoatl and Tez-
clatipolca (creators of Mankind), Tlaloc (god of rain), Huitzilopochtli (Aztec 
god of war), or Mexican folk art sculptures of “Alebrijes”—his aesthetic of 
the amorphous, the freak, and the ugly suggests “errors that lead certain or-
ganisms to generate syndromes” or, simply, to an awareness of the shapes 
and lives of insects, stomach bacteria, parasites, or even mitochondria, all in 
bond with us (“Sego in México Part II”). For Sego, deformity and eccentricity 
are found in nature (including human nature), which he envisions as strange, 
weird, and uncanny, but also fragile and resilient. 
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Figure 3. Proteo, en Cause Ciudadano, con Mamutt creatividad (2014). Photograph 
by Daniel Castañeda “Kapta.”Sego y Ovbal’s Facebook Page: https://www.face-
book.com/210930768951131/photos/a.444316728945866/807556642621871/?-

type=3&theater
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As a way of thinking ecology “darkly,” his work alludes also to the “weird 
loop” of the critical ecological conditions caused by human impact in trying 
to “command and control” environmental management, as Morton points out 
(Dark Ecology 7). The practice of pesticide use across the planet is one ex-
ample. In the twenty-first century alone, it has caused the decimation of bees, 
which has drastically curtailed pollination; additionally, its effect on all life 
forms at a molecular level has created health risks for all (7). Another example 
is the “politics of dilution” (Harvey) that materializes in the contamination of 
oceans where plastic debris, ranging from microscopic bits to large pieces, 
are consumed by all ocean life and end up in our food supply. As the artist 
himself recognizes, his murals are in fact an analogy of social circumstances, 
where the nonurban is intrinsic to the urban. Through his visual archive of 
fauna and flora, as well as ocean life, what seems insignificant or is invisible 
to urban dwellers, he paradoxically renders as monumental, calling attention 
to connections of all life forms in crisis beyond the city walls. 

Figure 4. “Proteo El protector” Oaxaca El Rosario. Sego y Ovbal’s blogspot: 
http://segoyovbal.blogspot.com/2014/05/. 
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Standing as additions to the urban palimpsest, Sego’s lyrical composi-
tions bring to mind José Emilio Pacheco’s poetic intention to go beyond the 
apparent duality between nature and the city, creating an ethical attitude to-
ward “nature,” the city, and its people (Santana “Cuando”). The Proteus and 
Simbiontes pieces were created in collaboration with other renowned street 
artists and painted in neighborhoods of Mexico City that face problems with 
crime or gang violence in order to build neutral areas of peace and to inspire 
new generations of artists.26 Being ecologically aware thus means reimagining 
the notion of permanence and protection of Earth’s ecosystems and of com-
munity and social well-being by reclaiming public space as Mexican mural-
ists did before him, yet within the tradition of the street artist’s defiance and 
rebellion, where urban intervention becomes a political statement as it marks 
the territory. 

What is more, Sego’s work turns space into place; that is, his murals not 
only fuse the scales of all places and times twisted into one “constant pres-
ence,” but also create “a center of values and shared meanings where people 
can establish identities and alliances” (Morton, Dark Ecology, 10–11; Buell 
63).27 These ideas are also present in his Proteo el protector (Protheus the 
Protector) or Proteo el señor del agua (The Lord of Water), both located in 
Oaxaca of all places. As in the previous murals, the reference to the “master 
god of elusive ‘sea change,’” his role of protector—Proteus was the herder 
and guardian of the seals of Poseidon—and “his knowledge of all that had 
happened or was to come to pass upon earth” is central to the message (Shere-
wood Fox 261). 

Figure 6. Proteo el señor del agua (Proetus Lord of Water) (2014). Sego y 
Obval’s facebook page:https://www.facebook.com/210930768951131/photos

/a.444316728945866/826724650705070/?type=3&theater
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Figure 7. El agua, origen de la vida 1951 (The Origin of Water 1951) Cha-
pultepec Park, Mexico City. Alberto Kalach; Gustavo Lipkau; Gonzalo Celo-

rio; et al. México Ciudad Futura. Barcelona: Editorial RM, 2010 p. 22
 
Similar ideas appeared in Rivera’s Water, the Origin of Life (El agua ori-

gen de la vida) (1951). What Rivera depicts in his mural as origin, evolution, 
and fertility through bodies of unicellular microorganism, amphibian, and 
human beings in symbolic relationship with water, Sego fuses all together 
in a single multispecies body submerged and surrounded by water in Pro-
teo el señor del agua (2014), which he painted on the walls of the Oaxacan 
glass factory in Magdalena, Etla. Both artists make references to modern and 
pre-Hispanic Mexican culture, pointing at social, historical, and environmen-
tal issues of urban and nonurban territories while evoking either the moun-
tains or rivers linked to the cities where they placed their murals. Set in the 
Carcamo Dolores hydraulic structure in the Chapultepec Park of Mexico City, 
Rivera’s piece includes a massive fountain of the Aztec rain god Tlaloc that, 
as if guarding the murals, lies on his back in a shallow pool or the ceremonial 
entry point of water from the Lerma River into the city’s main reservoirs. 

The hydrological balance of Mexico City has been a main issue since 
its origins. The original city, with its canals and system of dams designed 
by pre-Hispanic civilizations, emerged on top of a small island in the Lake 
Texcoco basin. The dams that controlled the salt water of the lakes in order to 
deliver clean fresh water to those near the mountains would later be destroyed 
during the Spanish conquest, thus mixing the waters and making it useless for 
agriculture. Mexican architect Alberto Kalach points out how since colonial 
times, Spaniards started to follow a European scheme that didn’t match the 
geography. And, he adds, “we have followed that inherited inertia for the last 
500 years, working against the logic of the land” (Bose).28 

Modernity and industrialization gave birth to the megacity and changed 
not only the topography and cityscape, but the environmental and ecological 
balance of the Mexican capital was also destroyed. To provide sufficient water 
for more than twenty million inhabitants, thousands of rural Mexicans have 
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been displaced to allow for the construction of dams, despite the fact that the 
city receives enough water within the basin to cater to forty million people.29 
According to Kalach, Mexico City is one of the cities with the fewest green 
public areas per capita in the world (1.5 m2/hab.): “this situation gets worse 
in east side areas (Iztapalapa-Nezahualcoyotl) where the dryness of the soil, 
authorities’ lack of awareness and the voracity of real-estate developers have 
created an asphalt and dust desert” (144).30 

Equally, Sego’s mural brings to mind the environmental and ecological 
problems during recent decades not only in his native city, but also for the 
Oaxacan rural and urban communities facing different effects linked to high 
temperatures, drought, and deforestation arising from human impact. In the 
City of Oaxaca and neighboring municipalities, such as San Agustín, Etla, 
streams are receding and thus water is being rationed. Chimalapas, a large 
reserve area known for its large biodiversity, has been invaded by stockbreed-
ers (ranchers) and wood cutters or “talamontes” (Restrepo 2017) leading to 
a dramatic level of deforestation. As mentioned before, in their murals, both 
artists clearly point to water as the main source of life and the coexistence of 
all species, but also as a source of human civilizations. Sacred, water flows 
as ideas, and materially its flow regulates social and cultural practices. Sego’s 
murals redefine public space, marking the modern metropolis as the place 
where a new form of ecological thinking must emerge; one that establishes 
the ethical challenge of understanding what the city is and how it connects to 
the noncity, thinking them as one and the same.31

Notes

1. Translated from Spanish by the poet Alastair Reid. The Spanish version of the poem 
was published in No me preguntes cómo pasa el tiempo (1969; Don’t Ask Me How the 
Time Goes By). The poem reads: “No amo mi patria. Su fulgor abstracto es inasible./ 
Pero (aunque suene mal) daría la vida/ por diez lugares suyos, cierta gente, / puertos, 
bosques de pinos, fortalezas, / una ciudad deshecha, gris, monstruosa, / varias figuras 
de su historia, / montañas / (y tres o cuatro ríos).” Among his recent collections of 
his poetry are: Ciudad de la memoria: Poemas 1986–1989 (1989; City of Memory: 
Poems 1986–1989), La arena errante: Poemas 1992–1998 (1999; The Shifting 
Sands: Poems 1992–1998), and Siglo pasado (desenlace): Poemas 1999–2000 (2000; 
Century of the Past [Denouement]: Poems 1999–2000). Pacheco is also the author of 
the novel Morirás lejos (1967; You Will Die Far Away) and two collections of short 
stories: La sangre de Medusa (1958; The Blood of Medusa) and El principio del plac-
er (1972; The Pleasure Principle). 
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2. Unless otherwise specified, all translations are mine.  
3. In fact, this poem has also become a true manifesto for the MCA, as the key project of 

Guadalajara that aims to become “a catalyst for social-ecological transformations” in 
both urban and rural areas in the state of Jalisco with the collaboration of an interna-
tional community (a community that includes the University of Wisconsin-Madison). 
See also Miranda.  

4. Regarding the Mexican capital and the poem, he also writes: “the city is a thousand 
times more ‘greyish’ because of the pollution and more ‘monstrous’ because of the 
violence, injustice, overcrowding and chaos. Then [1960s], it was ‘undone’ by the 
speculation of real state. Today it is literally undone by the 1985 earthquake. Facing 
the 1986 catastrophe, ‘High Treason’ is then, a patriotic poem” (the translation is 
mine, see “‘Alta traición,’ palabra en el tiempo”).  

5. For more detailed information, see “El antropoceno urbano: Razón profunda del Hab-
itat III” (The Urban Antropocene: Profound Reason for the Habitat III).

6. Silva Santisteban is an author of Women and Eco-Territorial Conflicts: Impact, Strat-
egies and Resistance (2017), a study that centers on gender violence against women 
who have resisted “the neoliberal extractivist model of development” in Peru and 
Latin America, and who are proposing an “alternative development (alter-desarrollo) 
with diverse practices of community wellbeing, mobilization, and creative leader-
ship.” Silva Santisteban is also the former secretary of the Human Rights Organiza-
tion (Coordinadora Nacional de Derechos Humanos) in Lima, Peru.

7. José Emilio Pacheco is recognized among important Spanish American literary voices 
known for their allegorical treatment of the rural or the wilderness through references 
to plants, animals, forests, rivers, or other settings associated to the nonurban, such as 
Jose Martí, Pablo Neruda, Horacio Quiroga, Juan Rulfo, or Agustín Yánez; yet he also 
belongs to a family of contemporary writers who have overtly resisted and denounced 
(“with a militant stance”) harmful policies for the environment and the planet’s eco-
logical well-being (Santana “Cuando”). These writers include Ernesto Cardenal, Pab-
lo Antonio Cuadra, Roque Dalton, Mario Benedetti, Gioconda Belli, Roberto Juarroz, 
and Homero Aridjis, to name a few—“El grupo de los 100” (The 100 writers group 
was the name of the ecologically aware generation of writers created with the efforts 
of Homero Aridjis).

8. For Prakash, “modernism was a uniquely metropolitan phenomenon. Emerging 
from the tumultuous changes of the twentieth century, modernism represented the 
high-culture expressions of the city. As writers, poets, artists, architects, and filmmak-
ers breathed the air rapidly changing and growing cities, they were exhilarated by the 
new urban experience. . . .  As technology reshaped the cityscape, the spirit of archi-
tects and designers soared. Harnessing the awesome power of science and technology, 
they planned utopias of perfectly designed and synchronized housing, streets, traffic 
and artifacts of daily life” (2–3). 

9. Emphasis added. A similar example to “High Treason” is “Bend in the Ajusco Moun-
tain” (Ángulo del Ajusco), a poem included in City of Memory (1997) in which Pa-
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checo presents the city and the green wilderness of the highest mountain south of 
Mexico City as interdependent realms in constant struggle. However, this time he 
reminds the reader of the resilience of the mountain against urbanization and defor-
estation, as a way to write against an apocalyptic end and in favor of a new hopeful 
beginning, as the one the planet had in “another geological era” when it was a “star” 
“made up totally of mountains” (8–9). The poem reads: “This greenness polished by 
rain suddenly turns blue, / moss in the immense rock blocking the path /and shielding 
/ the city climbing up to destroy it. // But it never will: while it may fell trees, / it is 
helpless against the living rock, / which descended whole, in one piece, / from another 
geological era, another star, / a planet made up totally of mountains.” (Translated by 
Cyntia Steele and David Lauer 45).

10. To put it in Timothy Morton’s words, ecological thinking as “a practice and a process 
of becoming aware of how human beings are connected with other beings—animal, 
vegetable, or mineral” ultimately includes thinking about democracy. However, he 
also asks of us: “What a fully democratic encounter between truly equal beings look 
like, what would it be—can we even imagine it?” (The Ecological Thought). 

11. Translated by Adam Giannelli. The Spanish version reads: Uno de los huevos que puso 
mamá era rosado bellísimo; se entreabrió al final de la primavera con un murmullo 
de papeles acresponados. De él salieron hombres y mujeres, de ya neto perfil, zorras, 
arañas, alondras—todo creciendo rápidamente—, hierbecitas, moluscos, un hada con 
una dalia granate en la mano. / Eso estaba unido y se desunía y volvía a unirse, acaso 
con temor de la luz. /. . . Yo quería enumerar todo lo que había nacido. / Mamá estaba 
alta y erguida. A ratos, echaba una mirada a la cáscara rota, color rosa, de la que seguían 
apareciendo murciélagos y mariposas. (Diadem 1158–73).

12. Marosa di Giorgio’s (1932–2004) first poetry collections are Poemas y Humo, published 
in the 1950s. Papeles Salvajes (Wild Writings) (2000), includes works form The War of 
the Orchards (1971), The Native Garden is in Flames (1975), Carnation or Tenebrae 
Candle (1979), The March Hare (1981) and The Moth (1989), among others; Rosa 
mística (2004), a collection of brief erotic tales, was her last publication. In addition to 
poetry, her works include short stories, the erotic novel Reina Amelia and other alterna-
tive works of art, in video, performance, and poetry declamation in theatres (Garet).  

13. Forthcoming.
14. That is the conversational or colloquial poetry by writers such as Ernesto Cardenal or 

Mario Benedetti.
15. From the manuscript of the autobiography Pasajes de un memorial al abuelo toscano 

Eugenio Medici, quoted in El milagro incesante: Vida y Obra de Maros di Giorgio 
(2006) by Leonardo Garet. The original says: “La infancia, los seres objetos y lugares 
de esa época aparecían como la franja del encanto. Aunque hubiese desdichas, que sí las 
había. Vi la muerte de familiares, de animales conocidos y desconocidos, de plantas, de 
muñecas. Viví en un misterioso prado donde andaban el hombre lobo y la mujer maripo-
sa.  Lo natural siempre me pareció sobre natural. Y todo estaba sombreado e iluminado 
de un modo extraordinario” (16).
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16. Discussing our way of thinking of “nature and ecology” in contemporary times 
“when capitalism and consumerism cover the Earth reaching deeply into its life-
forms” and when we find ourselves on the brink of climate catastrophe, Timothy 
Morton argues that “ecology can do without a concept of a something, a thing of 
some kind, over yonder, called Nature.” He reminds us that, until now, our thinking 
of it “including ecological thinking, has set up “Nature” as a reified thing in the 
distance, under the sidewalk, on the other side where the grass is always greener, 
preferably in the mountains, in the wild.” “Nature” with its “unnatural qualities,” 
which he names as “hierarchy, authority, purity, neutrality and mystery” fail to serve 
ecology; thus, “our survival and that of the planet depends on us thinking past Na-
ture.” Ecology, on the other hand, is “all the ways we imagine how we live together” 
and it “is profoundly about coexistence” (The Ecological Thought).

17. See Diadem 855. For the reference to Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland and the 
hare, see the “Introduction” of Diadem by Adam Giannelli. 

18. “In fact,” writes Donna Haraway, “staying with the trouble requires learning to be 
truly present, not as a vanishing pivot between awful or Edenic pasts and apocalyp-
tic or salvific futures, but as mortal critters entwined in myriad unfinished configu-
rations of places, times, matters, meanings” (1).  

19. For César Aira and Edgardo Russo’s comments see the back cover of Rosa mística 
by Marosa di Giorgio (2003).

20. Sego y Ovbal’s name evokes two different styles: “Sego” pertains to the detailed 
and figurative side of his work and recalls his paternal surname “Segovia,” 
while Ovbal refers to an abstract art influenced by or based on music. Although he 
is defined as a street artist, he also began as a graffiti artist (letters) and has never 
stopped considering himself as such.

21. Sego moved to Oaxaca with his family when his father was sent there as part of 
his job. The Isthmus of Tehuantepec in Oaxaca, an environmentally unique area of 
Mexico, is known for having “the highest amount of land-based biodiversity and the 
last remaining area of tropical rainforest” (Schacter 107). 

22. For more information on this mural, see video “Sego in México II” (2012). 
23. This new generation of Mexican muralists, adds Arvide Sousa, grew up with vi-

sual references from television, comics, hip hop culture, skateboarding, and video 
games, as well as with the graffiti movement and post-graffiti art from other coun-
tries, such as Banksy (England), Blue (Italy), Shepard Fairey (United States), and 
Roa (Belgium). See “Introduction 15. 

24. Sego’s opinion come from telephone conversations I had with him and from his 
video interview “Sego in Mexico II,” 2017–2018.

25. As a matter of fact, this allows plants to grow bigger, faster, and stronger than their 
nonmycorrhizal counterparts. For more information, see “So What are Different 
Types of Mushrooms?” and “Australian Fungi: Classification, names and Identifi-
cation.”
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26. The Proteus mural is painted on the walls of the house of “Cauce Ciudadano” of 
Mexico City and certified by Ashoka and the Commission for Human Rights of the 
city that works with youth, gang members, and small children (Fiori).

27.  “Our ties with places,” says Buell, “also have a temporal dimension since they reflect 
accumulated experience.” 

28. Kalach, whose research and projects aim to return the city to its ancient lakes by inte-
grating ecology, infrastructure, and urban development, adds that “only 80 years ago, 
there were huge areas that still flooded in the city.  . . . Over the past 20 years, we have 
lost maybe a third of the area to buildings, but there are still about 10,000 hectares that 
could be recovered.” His idea is to “to conduct the growth of the city around the lake 
area, and to recover a huge natural feature that belongs to everyone, which will change 
the climate of the city” (Shumi Bose). 

29. The figures in his research state that 30 percent of the water used in the city comes from 
another basin, 60 percent is extracted from the underground freshwater reservoir, only 
10 percent of rain water is used, and 90 percent of the water is drained, while only 10 
percent is treated and recycled (De Leon and Kalach, Ciudad futura, 130). 

30. According to Alejandra Sanchez Izunza, in 2015, there were 1,800 deaths and 4,500 
hospitalized due to air pollution, and in 2016, the INSP (National Institute of Public 
Health) has registered 9,638 deaths due to pollution in the metropolitan area (Sanchez 
Izunza 124).

31. In effect, di Giorgio’s and Sego’s proposals do remind us of Article 1 of the “Universal 
Declaration on the Common Good of the Earth and Humanity,” a manifesto that, as Ste-
ven F. White writes, will shape the debate on global public environmental policy in the 
coming years. The document states: “The Common Good of Mother Earth and Human-
ity is strengthened when all beings are viewed as interconnected and as having intrinsic 
value, regardless of their worth to human beings.” The co-authors were Nicaraguan 
Miguel d’Escoto (president of the UN General Assembly in 2008–2009) and Brazilian 
Leonardo Boff, former professor of ethics at Rio de Janeiro University. See d’Escoto.  
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